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qmol is a molecular calculator, so called because of its resemblance to the popular calculator . qmol has a few
enhancements and features not offered by most other molecular calculators: qmol is powerful, but easy to use,
and has a nice, clean interface. The calculations are performed using a Dijkstra-like algorithm. The molecular
formula is broken down into small parts and modified until the required properties of the molecule are at their

optimum values. While qmol is based on the classic Dijkstra-algorithm, it has been designed to optimize
computation times and memory allocation. When you enter a complex formula, you will see that the calculation
time increases (sometimes a lot). It is because qmol is a molecular calculator that is optimized for speed and is
not limited by the memory available on your computer. To sum up, qmol is a molecular calculator you should
check out! qmol Features: * Calculate any of the properties of the molecule * Atomic numbered bonds, sp2

bonds, sp3 bonds, etc. * Define and include custom, user defined reactions in your mol2 * The output is correct
to three decimal places, atomic mass, molecular mass, atomic number, and ionic charge. * Accept input in
almost any format * Support for advanced chemical structure notation, but requires python 2.6+ * Accepts

formula with linkages * Complex formulas can be broken down into many groups * No memory leaks *
Optimizes computation times * No licensing fees. qmol is free to use! qmol Features: * Calculate any of the

properties of the molecule * Atomic numbered bonds, sp2 bonds, sp3 bonds, etc. * Define and include custom,
user defined reactions in your mol2 * The output is correct to three decimal places, atomic mass, molecular

mass, atomic number, and ionic charge. * Accept input in almost any format * Support for advanced chemical
structure notation, but requires python 2.6+ * Accepts formula with linkages * Complex formulas can be

broken down into many groups * No memory leaks * Optimizes computation times * No licensing fees. qmol is
free to use! The mol2 file is just one of the many formats that qmol can accept. Here are some other popular

ones: ChemDraw ChemDraw

Qmol Crack + Free Download For Windows 2022 [New]

qmol is an easy to use, free, open source molecular formula calculator. All you have to do is enter the chemical
formula you want to calculate the molecular weight and elemental composition of. Furthermore, qmol allows
you to add and define your own custom group symbols. Key Features: Very easy to use. The program has an
extremely simple graphical user interface. Add and define custom group symbols for a lot of elements, both

common and rare, including germanium, gallium, rhenium, radium, francium, thorium, protactinium, uranium,
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niobium, ruthenium, iridium, osmium, gadolinium, dysprosium, holmium, erbium, thulium, ytterbium, yttrium,
lanthanum, cerium, praseodymium, neodymium, promethium, neptunium, plutonium, americium, curium, and

others. All these group symbols are available by default, but you can also add and define your own.
Customizable. You can change the group symbol colors, all three row colors, the group name, the group symbol

size and font style. Element specific. You can also calculate for single elements: carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,
sulfur, nitrogen, phosphorus, chlorine, fluorine, and others. Output in two different formats: mass (IUPAC) and

molar mass (atomic). Elemental composition calculations. You can automatically calculate the atomic
composition, the atomic percent, the mass percent and the molar mass percent for a multiple selection of

elements. Group symbol color calculator. You can define custom colors for every group symbol. Calculation
options: the maximum number of group symbol occurrences and the maximum number of decimal places for
the molecular mass. qmol Download Download qmol Full Version qmol Free Version A lot of simple and fast

applications are available in the market and although they are easy to use, they are sometimes too big in size and
complicated in look. qmol is a free and open source program and that makes it a perfect choice for everyone

who is looking for simple and fast applications for calculating elemental compositions in the molecular weight
and molar mass. qmol is an excellent and valuable tool for storing and analyzing all your chemical information.
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Easy way to calculate molecular weight of a compound and to add your own custom group symbols. If you have
problems calculating the MW of a compound, you can check the following link for a quick, free and accurate
way to calculate the MW of a compound (source: TOCOM). Calculate the molecular weight and the formula of
your molecules. By inputting the chemical formula into qmol, you can calculate the molecular weight, the
elements used in it and the number of atoms. Furthermore, you can add your own custom group symbols and
calculate their position and atomic masses. Molecular formula Elemental composition (atomic mass) Number of
atoms Number of different atoms Number of bonds Molecular weight Molecular formula Number of elements
Atomic weight and mass fraction qmol Database (you get the whole database for free as a portable app):
Process/kcal Vacuum/kcal Entropy/kcal Dissociation energy/kcal Heat capacity/kcal qmol has a full interactive
tutorial. Tutorial: Let us know about your experiences with qmol, if you find bugs or if there are missing
features that you would like to see. My experiences I have used qmol every once in a while over the past years,
but have not used it at all this year. Let me be the first to point out that my computer is only occasionally
powerful enough to use qmol smoothly, and rarely have I had any interest in doing so. In qmol, you can add
elements to the elements list and so, you can very easily add unknown elements, like rhenium or platinum.
Furthermore, you can test which elements are on the periodic table of elements, how they are sorted and how
many rows are there. You can also add definitions for your symbols and use them to analyze the elements. If
you know the numbers of atoms of the elements, you can use it to calculate the number of grams in a mole of
that element. My experience with qmol Qmol is a powerful program with an extensive database. However, the
author, Markus, forgot to add exactly one key word: The introductory tutorial/manual is easy to understand.
Qmol can read in formulas from files or from the clipboard. Furthermore, you can add them by hand and the
result will be displayed in the table at the bottom

What's New in the Qmol?

qmol is a program that helps you find the molecular weight, atomic composition, and intermolecular forces of
molecules and substances. qmol qmol is a program that helps you find the molecular weight, atomic
composition, and intermolecular forces of molecules and substances. CALCULATION OF MOLECULAR
WEIGHT BY CASENAMES qmol calculates the molecular weight of a chemical compound from its molecular
formula. You can also enter information directly in the input field, thus bypassing the CASenames mechanism.
i. For molecular weight calculation, you must enter the formula in the box below: ii. Enter the molecular
formula (character strings of only 1, 2, or 3 characters). Characters are enclosed in quotation marks. Let’s see
an example: Ch3+O+O+C2=The molecular formula of this chemical compound is C2H4O2 iii. Click on the
Calc button. The calculation will start. When finished the results will appear in the pane below. iv. You can
check the accuracy of the calculation by copying and pasting the formula into the molecular formula box above.
CALCULATION OF MOLECULAR ATOMIC COMPOSITION qmol calculates the atomic composition of a
chemical formula. In the molecular formula box, input the formula and click on the Calc button. The atom
counts will be automatically generated. CALCULATION OF MOLECULAR FORCES qmol calculates the
intermolecular forces of a chemical compound. The input must contain the formula and characters enclosed in
quotation marks. Let’s see an example: C4H10O2+CH2=An aromatic compound with the molecular formula
C4H10O2. The atomic composition of this chemical compound is C64H90O25. qmol calculates the
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intermolecular forces between this compound and other molecules. In the box below enter the molecular
formula, click on the Calc button and the results will appear in the pane below. qmol is a free, open source
program, available for download from the Internet. qmol supports: The molecular formula, molecular weight,
atomic composition and intermolecular forces of more than 1 million molecules, including complex molecules.
The CAS number and Name of more than 1.6 million molecules. The molecular formula and CAS numbers of
more than 300,000 substances. The molecular weight, molecular
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System Requirements For Qmol:

Minimum: - Windows® 7/8/8.1/10 (32-bit/64-bit) - Intel® Core™ i5-2400 or equivalent - 4 GB RAM - 20 GB
available hard disk space - DirectX® 11 compatible video card (HDD: DirectX 12 compatible) - Supported
languages: English Recommended: - Intel® Core™ i7-3770 or
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